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As illustrated in the SHE LEADS Dashboard
2022, research brings to light that young female
entrepreneurs and leaders face a certain set of
common challenges: from lack of self-confidence
to discrimination bias and negative stereotyping
(Fleck, 2015)1. Although the gender gap has been
problematised for decades, starting with the
First Wave of Feminism in the 1960s, and has
gained new momentum on our society’s agenda,
gender parity is still stuck at 68.1% (WEF, 2022)2.
The COVID-19 pandemic seems to have had a
scarring effect on economic opportunities for
women, including their income and employment
prospects.

According to UNESCO (2018)3, only two sectors
are excluded from this negative trend: People and
Culture and Content Production, which roughly
correspond to what is often referred to as Cultural
and Creative Industries (CCIs) in literature. A few
of the clusters consisting of the CCIs, in line with
the United Nations’ (2008)4 classification, are the
arts and crafts, performing arts, audiovisuals (film,
television, radio, other broadcasting), visual arts,
design (interior, graphic, fashion, jewelry, toys),
cultural heritage, publishing and printed media,
new media (software, video games and digitalised
creative content), as well as creative services such
as architectural, advertising, and creative research
and development (R&D).

Data shows there is a decline of women's hiring into
leadership roles. This leads to a reversal of one to
two years of progress across multiple industries and
significant challenges for gender parity in future jobs.
The CCIs are an exception though.
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Could Creative Entrepreneurship pave the way for the
growth and development of the economy, especially
after the pandemic?
According to Chaston and Sadler-Smith (2012)5,
“the adoption of entrepreneurial orientation in
the creative industries is especially important
considering that creativity is one of the distinctive
features of firms in the sector” (p. 429). While
there is still not any academic consensus on the
definition of creative entrepreneurship, research
suggests that the creative industries emerge as
a highly relevant topic to investigate – especially
the creative accomplishments generated from
knowledge, skills and collaborations setting up high
potential for innovation and growth (Bendassolli et
al., 2016; Schulte-Holthaus, 2018)6,7 The interest in
researching creative activity has sparked attention
due to its effects on entrepreneurship and
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innovation, on one hand, and on the other, for the
facilitation of support towards the social, cultural,
and geographical conditions for its development
(Chapain Et al., 2018)8.
According to Lena and Lindemann (2014)9,
working in the creative economy has become
more appealing in recent years together with the
expansion of the media, design, and entertainment
industries. However, the challenging reality of
the CCIs, such as the high reliance on freelance
work as well as the low-income probability in
some clusters, make it interesting to investigate
the motivations of becoming an entrepreneur
in the industry and remain motivated. Research
in the Netherlands suggests that in the CCIs,
entrepreneurs are more intrinsically rather than
extrinsically motivated; the need for personal
competence is a predictor of motivation
(Cnossen, Loots, & van Witteloostuijn, 2019)10.
Aligned with those research outcomes, Buttner
and Moore (1997)11 add that women entrepreneurs
rank self-fulfillment as the most valuable measure
of success in comparison with other extrinsic
rewards, such as money or acknowledgement.

Female creative entrepreneurs are not only
motivated by external factors for the continuance
of their work, but also according to literature,
tend to lead in a participative and democratic way
(Buttner, 2001)12. Women entrepreneurs appear
to participate higher in the development and
growth of their employees, as well as the creation
of a team spirit among employees ensuring
collaborations and the establishment of a shared
vision for the company. This relational approach
in their work settings allows female entrepreneurs
to detect potential problems faster and increase
the likelihood of the long-term survival of the firm
(Buttner, 2001).
Thus, considering the importance of creativity and
collaborations in the creative working environments,
female leaders appear to have many suited
elements for the encouragement of creative
growth.
Future research is, however, required to
investigate further the potential of the emerging
and under-researched subject of female creative
entrepreneurship.
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Female representation in the CCIs

Are the CCIs “female friendly”? In an EY study
(2021)13 of the CCIs, there is evidence that 48% of
jobs in the CCIs staff are held by women, which is
higher than the average 46% female representation
across all other industries in the EU-27.14 The gap
is even larger when compared to sectors such as
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
where there are only 7% of women compared to
33% of men (European Institute for Gender Equality,

2019)15. Along with the higher female representation,
the CCIs seem to also attract younger and highereducated people than the average. One would
then expect a comparable distribution of women
occupying the leading ranks and C-level functions of
CCIs too. That is unfortunately not the case, which
is reflected in the observations of female creative
entrepreneurs Esther Goos from Scooperz (p. 5) and
Caro van de Venne from Barcode Architects (p. 7).

The glass-ceiling effect: how female
leaders are under-represented in the
CCIs too
Although there seems to be a general perception
that the CCIs are “female friendly”, despite the
high numbers, there is still under-representation
of women in positions of leadership and power
confirming the glass ceiling phenomenon (Dodd,
2012)16. For example, in the UK more than 65% of
organisations in the CCIs have male executives,
with only 23% of them having all executive
members female and 8% having 50% of female
executives (Dodd, 2012).
Even in an industry that is more densely populated
by female employees, gender-specific stereotypes
still seem to constitute barriers for women climbing
up their career ladder and ending up in positions of
power (UNESCO, 2022)17.
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Additionally, even though there are profound
challenges, the higher female representation in the
creative workforce is a fact along with the CCIs’
significant contributions to economic growth and
development (Campbell, 2019)18. Before COVID-19,
the economic contribution of the CCIs represented
4.4% of EU GDP in terms of total turnover - higher
than that of telecommunications, high technology,
pharmaceuticals, or the automotive industry (EY,
2021). In 2018 the CCIs contributed an average of
2.2% of total business economy gross value added
(GVA) in the OECD countries (OECD, 2022)19. In the
Netherlands, it constituted the fourth top sector
with a share of 7.87% scaleups based on 2020
CBS data20. Unfortunately, the pandemic reversed
the ongoing economic progress of the CCIs, but
hopefully the creative economy can find “creative”
ways to bounce back.
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Case Study: Esther Goos
CEO & Founder of Scooperz

Esther’s entrepreneurial revelation:
combining social media with a
strong customer focus
Esther became interested in social media early
on while having a corporate career. Soon, she
started as a freelancer providing brands with
advice on how they could harness the potential of
social media for their marketing development and
customer service. However, these brands, instead
of requesting for advice, started asking Esther to
develop their social media channels. Esther soon
realised that “using social media had become
her second nature” and in combination with her
extensive experience in customer service; she
decided to switch over from being a freelancer to
building an agency.

The Breda-based Scooperz Digital
Agency, founded by Esther Goos, operates
successfully in social media marketing.
After jumping into an emerging market
11 years ago, the firm grew into one of
the Top 250 Scaleups of the Netherlands
2022. Today, Scooperz, provides services
in three departments of the social media
and influencer marketing field: community
management, social media marketing,
and content creation for channels such as
Scaling up is an act of creativity
Instagram, TikTok, Facebook and others.
Scooperz’ clients are mostly businessto-consumers brands in the Netherlands, “I discovered that following a corporate career
often also requiring influencer marketing was not matching my talents” Esther says. She
management. The agency is responsible emphasises a common trend among young
for partnerships management of forty of
the biggest Dutch influencers.
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professionals’ career choices: deploying one’s
talents while maintaining one’s work-life balance.
The entrepreneurial spirit of Esther led her to the
creation of her own digital agency in the cultural
and creative industries’ (CCIs) field, media, and
advertising. As she states, “all entrepreneurs are
creative, but in the CCIs your work is creativity”
which makes it harder to achieve balance between
the company’s entrepreneurial and business
processes, creativity as a necessary work element,
and the distraction associated with having a
creative mind. “My strongest is also my weakest
point”, Esther reveals about creativity and that the
more the company grows, the more space for
creativity could be. Esther also states that growth
and scalability of a company is heavily associated
with the standardisation of processes, which allow
for the establishment of homogenous quality
standards. In such a case, although there might
be less flexibility, Esther states that creativity is
not sacrificed, but instead it takes different forms
across operations and projects while employees’
job responsibilities become more specific freeing
space for creativity.
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Case Study: Esther Goos
CEO & Founder of Scooperz

Investing in personal branding and
networking
The CCIs seem to also attract more female
individuals in their workforce. Esther explains that
this might be caused due to the highest interest
of women in the creative economy as well as
their increasing need for more flexible working
conditions which is most found in the CCIs with
freelancing leading the way. However, although
the CCIs do have higher female representation
in the Netherlands, diversity remains an issue
due to the high geographical concentration
of the international talent in bigger cities, such
as Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Furthermore,
according to the female CEO and founder, the
number of female participations across industries
could rise, if they tried to offer more flexible
working conditions and higher support for worklife balance. “Other industries could make their
working environments more female-friendly by
learning from the flexible working conditions
offered to both men and women in the CCIs’’,
the founder highlights.
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Set goals higher than your fears
Despite the high number of women in the CCIs,
scarce number of females seem to undertake
leading positions. Esther has observed that females
promote themselves less than men, keeping a
more “modest” profile which is potentially leading
to low representation of women in leaderships
roles. She states that although her biggest

talent — aside from being entrepreneurial — is
building relations and networking, “women
should not be scared of investing more in
our personal branding.” “We have a tendency
of being accomplished in our jobs in silence
while we should just be out there building
and utilising our network”, she underlines.
Moreover, making the leap from freelance to
entrepreneurship, according to Esther, seems to
be more challenging for women. The flexibility
offered through the freelance context might be
hard to let go, however, this might not be the
only reason females with the ambition to build
their own ventures choose to stay freelance.
“Standing out, setting goals higher than your
fears and overcoming them” seem to be
necessary elements of an entrepreneurial spirit,
Esther supports. Women could embrace those
values first for themselves and then to continue
inspiring and setting an example for the young
female professionals following their footsteps. ■

Source: scooperz.com
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Case Study: Caro van de Venne
Partner & Co-Founder of Barcode Architects

Entrepreneurship as a lever to
realise your vision

Barcode Architects is a Rotterdam-based
architectural firm founded in 2010, by
Caro van de Venne and Dirk Peters. The
international office undertakes projects in
architecture, urbanism and contemporary
design, along with a creative team of 70
professionals. The twelve-year-old firm is
now a Top 250 Scaleup in the Netherlands
and continues to grow with ambitiondriven projects that aim to transform their
surroundings.
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“Architecture is a profession that requires
practice”, highlights Van de Venne. After acquiring
experience in distinguished architectural firms
in Basel and London, Caro decided that she
wanted more control over the outcome. “For
us a building is successful when it’s more than
a building; creating an ecosystem around it,
increasing social engagement and awareness
while generating emotions to users”, the cofounder says about Barcode’s vision. In the effort
of tunneling her energy efficiently and effectively,
while accomplishing her vision, Caro decided
to co-found her own architectural office. As she
stated, “the fascinating thing about architecture
is that you build something out of nothing”,
indicating her continuous motivation which
is boosted at a day-to-day level through the
excitement and energy of her teammates and
work partners.

Creative thinking is a vital part of
the design process
As their buildings are there to stay for a long time,
Barcode creators need a continuous design cycle
of trial and error to anticipate and influence future
trends. Therefore, it is important to be able to
think way ahead. Creativity is crucial throughout
all this phase, providing input for experiments
and solutions. But how is it possible to reconcile
such a creative attitude with a running business,
realising over 20% annual growth? According to
Van de Venne, the creative and financial goals
of her firms are not in conflict; on the contrary,
the financial and time constraints of a project act
as a deadline for the creative hype and define its
limits. “Continuous questioning, and optimising
through creative thinking are a great challenge
for a creative professional”, Caro concludes.
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Case Study: Caro van de Venne
Partner & Co-Founder of Barcode Architects

An echoing absence of female
leaders in the architecture and
construction industries
When it comes to gender equality, inclusion and
diversity in the architecture and construction
industries, Van de Venne still sees space for urgent
improvements: “At the university, we start as
50-50 female and male students, which is also
the case among employees at the architectural
offices. However, when you look at who
occupies leadership positions at those same
firms, it becomes a completely different story.
There, it is not 50-50 anymore”. According to
Caro, especially the construction industry remains
heavily male-dominated. The female creative
entrepreneur admits that it is a challenging matter
especially when it comes to choosing talent for
their fast-pacing projects. Firstly, it seems that
there are more male candidates and due to the
time constraint, the office cannot “wait” for a
future possibility of a matching female candidate.
Hence, it is evident that we need more women
to ambitiously raise their hands for C-level and
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manager roles. “One time I had to pitch an idea
in front of sixty men with no other woman in the
audience”, Van de Venne reveals. Unavoidably
such incidents cause discomfort to female
professionals and discourage others to follow a
career in leadership. Furthermore, the subjective
factor of “liking what is similar” in client relations
and commissions, Caro highlights, is encouraging
a cycle of female absence in leading positions
while in some cases it has the reverse result;
female clients choosing female partners.

Tackling SHELEADS numbers
Hence, Van de Venne realises that it might be a
chicken-egg problem; the lack of female role
models and opportunities leading to fewer
females in leadership roles and thus, fewer
applicants. “I was always against those quotas,
but after a while, I realised that they do help
to push things forward, to re-establish the
principal mechanism”, Caro says. Therefore, she
recommends that there should be a more persistent

approach towards higher female leadership
representation. On a university level, she believes
it is important females come across management
and communication courses to become more
comfortable and aware of entrepreneurial skills
and environments. Consequently, the increase
of awareness might assist them to feel more
familiar with the concept of female leadership,
entrepreneurship and empowerment. Moreover,
Caro proposes Barcode Architects and other
companies to try walk the extra mile to attract
female candidates and break the cycle of gender
imbalance in leading roles, but also underlines the
importance of encouraging and shedding light
on all types and forms of inclusivity and diversity
in the working environment. “I don’t feel like a
role model, but I understand that young female
professionals might look up to me” Van de Venne
says and SHELEADS confirms. ■

Source: https://barcodearchitects.com/projects/sluishuis/
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